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Continuing the Little League® tradition of making it "safer for the kids."

WEST DULUTH
LITTLE LEAGUE

Takes Concussion
Testing to the
Next Level
It’s always important to keep a
special eye on an issue impacting
all sports: concussions.

According to the Center for Disease
Control (CDC), a concussion is defined as
a type of traumatic brain injury caused by
a bump, blow, or jolt to the head or by a
hit to the body that causes the head and
brain to move rapidly back and forth.
That type of blow is often undiagnosed or
unreported. That’s why it’s important to
understand concussion symptoms and to
have effective concussion testing in place.
West Duluth Little League has taken that
responsibility to heart, starting a safety
officer position three years ago, and
recently implementing the King-Devick
Test in its league to determine whether a

player might need to go to the hospital for
future evaluation. The test asks that you
read different numbers and charts, and
evaluates how you read them.
“I felt it was very important to improve
the overall safety of our league by
implementing a safety officer three years
ago, and each year we’ve improved the
overall safety of our players,” said
West Duluth Little League President
Ian Lewandowski.
West Duluth Little League Board Safety
Officer Kari Bulthuis, a mother of two
boys who routinely participate in youth

sports, started doing research on how to
administer baseline concussion testing.
“I just felt strongly that we needed to push
this and implement this for our athletes,”
said Mrs. Bulthuis.
Mrs. Bulthuis found a free King-Devick
Test app, which is associated with the
Mayo Clinic, that will conduct the test
for players. From there, the issue became
funding for the required full-sized tablets
to implement the test. Luckily a health
provider in the area stepped up to the plate
and provided the funding for the grant.
The league is now equipped with seven
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time commitment, and that it’s easy to
maintain.
West Duluth Little League also requires all
coaches, assistant coaches, umpires, and
board members to take the CDC Heads Up
Concussion Training annually. Along with
having CPR, First Aid and AED training at
least every three years, to ensure its staff is
prepared to recognize symptoms from heat
exhaustion to concussions.

refurbished iPads and is in the process of
baseline testing all of its players, ages 5 to
15. West Duluth Little League is the first
Little League organization to implement
the program in Minnesota.
Each player takes the test, which should
not take longer than five minutes, to
create a baseline test for each player. If
they suffer a blow to the head, they will
then be re-administered the test. Based on
the results, that determines whether the
player needs to be evaluated medically.
“We’ve had a really, really positive
reception,” said Mrs. Bulthuis. “Parents
are excited because they’re feeling

like we are really taking that next step
ensuring the safety of their children.”
But the best part about the device is not
only that it raises concussion awareness,
but it can also be transferred to any sport.
Mrs. Bulthuis says once you take the
test, that can be applied to any sport you
participate in.
“We’re really proud of the program and
hopefully start a trend and have other
programs follow,” said Mrs. Bulthuis.
Major League Baseball, and other
colleges and high schools also use
the test. Mrs. Bulthuis added that
implementing the program is not a huge

“Over the past three years we’ve installed
a defibrillator in the concession stand,
implemented CPR, concussion, and
defibrillator training for coaches and board
members, and this year we’ve supplied
each head coach with an iPad to conduct
the King-Devick Test on the bench. WDLL
is proud to be a pioneer and an example for
Little League and the other youth sports
organizations in our community,” said
Mr. Lewandowski.
Mrs. Bulthuis also says that luckily the
league has not had to re-administer the test
yet to check for concussions. But when
they do, they will be prepared.
“We’re really proud to start that. We
don’t want to be reactive, we want to
be proactive,” said Mrs. Bulthuis. “The
children’s safety is our number one
priority.”

ASAP AWARDS
Approved safety plans are currently being reviewed for excellence in safety. Leagues with the top safety plans
from each of the five regions in the United States will be recognized at the Little League® Baseball World Series
in Williamsport, Pa, in August. Of the five regional winners, the national winner will be awarded a Musco LightStructure GreenTM lighting system.
First and second place winners from each region will receive $500 cash to be used for safety equipment or
insurance premiums. A cash credit is awarded for every qualified league safety plan which includes the Little
League AIG Insurance for player accident coverage and is based on the number of teams. Approved safety plans
are a requirement for all leagues wanting to host tournaments above the district level.
Watch for highlights of selected winners in the coming issues of the newsletter!
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STAYING SAFE FROM
AT THE FIELD
Lightning poses a serious threat
during the Little League® regular and
tournament seasons. In the United
States, lightning activity picks up
during the spring and peaks during
the summer. Having a plan and
knowing what to do when lightning
approaches is important for player
and fan safety.
This starts with being “weather
aware” by staying on top of the
latest forecast from a trusted, local
meteorologist. A quiet summer day
can turn stormy very quickly, so it’s
important to be ready for changing

weather. It’s helpful to use a smartphone
app at the field to monitor rain and
thunderstorms approaching your area.
Lightning can strike long before it
starts raining! In fact, many lightning
strike victims are hit before rain begins.
Lightning can strike over 10 miles away
from a thunderstorm, so action needs to be
taken before the wet weather arrives.
If you hear thunder or observe threatening
skies, immediate action is required! It is
never safe to be outside when lightning
is in your area. Dugouts and pavilions
are not safe during thunderstorms. Do

not seek shelter under a picnic shelter,
under bleachers, or in a shed.
When lightning threatens, find safety
in a sturdy building that has plumbing
and electricity. If this isn’t an option,
find a hard-topped vehicle with the
windows up. While in the vehicle,
don’t touch anything metal or any
electronics.
It is safe to head back to the field 30
minutes after the thunder and lightning
come to an end.
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With summer in full swing, we look forward to enjoying a good game
on a beautiful sunny day. Apart from making baseball and softball more
pleasant, sunshine has many health benefits including providing vitamin
D and promoting calcium metabolism. However, short-term exposure to
excessive sunlight can lead to several health issues including dehydration
and sunburns, and long-term effects to the sun’s ultraviolet rays can lead
to increased aging of the skin and risk of skin cancer.

Whether you are a fan in the stands
or a Little Leaguer® on the field,
make sure you drink plenty of
water and stay hydrated. Hydration
helps prevent complications from
excessive water loss caused by
sun exposure, which can lead to
dizziness, tiredness, weakness,
nausea, or vomiting. In addition,
consider wearing wide brim hats,
loose and lightweight protective
clothing, and sunglasses. If at all
possible, stay in the shade during
the hottest times of the day.
Another important means of
protection from the sun’s rays
is the use of sunscreen. Even on
cloudy days, it is important to use
this protection. Sunscreens work
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by reflecting or absorbing the sun’s
ultraviolet rays. These rays are
responsible for the harmful effects
from sun exposure. I recommend
using a broad spectrum sunscreen
and realize that the Sun Protective
Factor (SPF) identifies the relative
amount of sunburn protection that
the sunscreen provides the average
user. To have best results with
sunscreen, apply a thick layer with
an SPF of 15 or greater at least 15
minutes before going outside. Make
sure that you reapply sunscreen
every two hours while outdoors
or after swimming, sweating, or
toweling off.
Sunburn can be an issue for ball
players and fans that have been

exposed to too much sun. Sunburns
usually become apparent about four
hours after exposure and will resolve
over several days. Symptoms of a
sunburn include red, tender, and
sometimes, swollen skin. Occasionally,
sunburns are associated with headaches,
fever, nausea, and fatigue. Treatment
involves drinking plenty of water
and staying hydrated and the use
of acetaminophen or ibuprofen to
relieve pain and fevers. Cool baths
or wet cloths can also be used to ease

pain. Consider topical creams which
contain aloe, moisturizers or onepercent hydrocortisone for further
relief. In addition, avoid further sun
exposure until the area has healed. For
severe sunburns, fevers over 101°F,
dehydration or severe pain, seek the
advice of your medical provider.
It is important to remember that skin
cancer is a very real concern, and the
result of too much sun exposure over
a lifetime. Skin cancer is the most

common human cancer. In the United
States every year, 63,000 new cases of
melanoma, the deadliest type of skin
cancer, are diagnosed. The number of
people in the United States with skin
cancer is more than all of the patients
with other forms of cancer combined.
Risk factors for skin cancer include
using indoor tanning, first degree
relatives (mother, father, sister, or
brother) with a history of skin cancer,
sun exposure, and the total number of
moles and skin type. While all types

of skin cancers are rising, most skin
cancers can be prevented by limiting
or avoiding excessive exposure to
the sun’s ultraviolet radiation and
protecting yourself while in the sun.
Prevention and protection are the key
to making baseball and softball even
more enjoyable for everyone this
season.
Dr. John Ball, Jr., is the former Assistant
Director at the Williamsport (Pa.) Family
Medicine Residency
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Coaches Can Create an
Inclusive Environment
Baseball is America’s pastime, which means it is for all citizens regardless of race, color, religion, disability, age, sexual
orientation, gender, or national origin.
As a coach, you have an important responsibility to your players. Every word they hear influences them, and they are looking to you
as a role model. Bullying and harassment frequently occur outside the classroom or on athletic fields. Part of your responsibility as
a coach is to erase an unacceptable dialogue that is disparaging and harmful to youth. The goal should always be to provide a safe,
respectful, positive, and competitive environment for all athletes.
Coaches can help create an environment of inclusion by teaching their players to:

• Always give the same level of respect to everyone.
• Never tolerate derogatory or belittling language between athletes.
• Listen and display empathy to all athletes.
• Respect any assistive devices, such as canes or wheelchairs, and always ask before moving assistive devices.
• Remember that some disabilities may not be easily noticeable and can be hidden, such as dyslexia and 		
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.
• Be considerate of the modifications to the game or the extra time athletes may need.
• Games, and sports in general, are to be played for fun.
– This article was provided through the Positive Coach Alliance partnership with USA Baseball.
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5 REQUIREMENTS LEAGUES MUST MEET
FOR TOURNAMENT ELIGIBILITY
To be eligible to enter the Little League®
International Tournament at any level of
play, there are five (5) eligibility criteria
that leagues must meet. They include:
1. The league must be chartered in an
age-appropriate division(s) for which
it wishes to enter a tournament
team(s), no later than June 1 of the
current year. For example, to enter
a Little League Major team (ages
10-12) a league must be chartered in
the Little League Major Division.
To enter a Senior League team, the
league must be chartered in the
Junior, or Senior League Division.
2. The league must have scheduled
and played, at a minimum, a 12game (per team) regular season,
exclusive of playoffs and tournament
games, for each division wishing
to enter the tournament. These
games must be played prior to 		
the first game in their
respective tournament.

Failure to meet any of these league
eligibility requirements could result in a
team or teams being declared ineligible
by the Tournament Committee at Little
League International in Williamsport, Pa.
Remember that background checks must
be done on all volunteers assisting with
the tournament, or coaching teams. Make
sure your league is compliant with Little
League’s background check regulations.
New 2017 regulations mandate using
First Advantage for national criminal
background checks unless your league
uses a criminal records provider that is
comparable to First Advantage with a
minimum of 281 million records.
The regulations require background
checks be done on additional practice
coaches, umpires, board members, team
parents who help with various duties,
and any other person, volunteer, or hired

workers, who provide regular service
and/or have repetitive access to, or
contact with players, or teams. With
all of these additional individuals
who must be checked, above the
one manager and two coaches, Little
League International estimates that
each league should be conducting an
average of six (6) checks per team.
The Little League International
Tournament is a fun and exciting
time of year for communities
throughout the world. To make the
operation and administration of the
tournament experience easier for
local league officials, tournament
directors, and district administrators
you are strongly encouraged to
be diligent with adhering to these
guidelines, rules, and regulations.

3. All waiver requests (for
the league, team, player,
manager, and/or coach)
of any kind must be 		
submitted and approved
not later than June 1 of
the current year.
4. Team number revisions
and fees incurred by the
league must be paid in
full by June 1 of the 		
current year.
5. All combined team
and interleague play
requests that may 		
involve tournament 		
play must be submitted
and approved not later
than June 1 of the 		
current year.
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Team managers are required to wear badges
in our league.
– Mountain View LL, Boise, ID
We hung a dusk to dawn light at the
concession stand to provide light for children
and parents at the park after dark.
– Memorial LL, Pennsylvania
Concession stand workers should be trained
in the Heimlich maneuver.
– Fairfax LL, Vermont
We upgraded lighting to meet Little League
standards.
– Hagerstown LL, Indiana

We have a “Defective Equipment Form”
that is sent to the manufacturer with any
defective equipment.
– Perris Valley LL, California
We replaced the solid backs of our dugouts
with chain link fencing. This allows police to
see into the dugouts from the road, and has
cut down on vandalism.
– Saginaw Township South LL, Michigan
We provide updates for the approved
composite bats and a list of the sizes and
brands that were available.
– Waipahu LL, Hawaii

TIPS FROM LITTLE LEAGUE®

All Board of Directors, managers, coaches and any other persons, volunteers or hired workers, who provide regular service to the league
and/or have repetitive access to, or contact with, players or teams must annually complete/submit a Little League Volunteer Application.
The league must also conduct a background check on all personnel listed above in accordance with Regulations I (c) 8 and 9.
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